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LiquidAgents Healthcare named to Modern Healthcare’s “Best Places to Work” List 
 	
Plano, Texas – October 23, 2014 – LiquidAgents Healthcare was honored today in Modern 
Healthcare’s 2014 “Best Places to Work in Healthcare” list along with other healthcare organizations 
in the United States. This year marks the sixth time that LiquidAgents has received this award.  

This is the first year that Modern Healthcare has divided the list into a providers’/insurers’ list and a 
suppliers’ list. LiquidAgents Healthcare ranked #24 overall but on the suppliers’ list ranked #15. Each 
list is broken down by company size.  

Modern Healthcare’s “Best Places to Work in Healthcare” program recognizes employers for creating 
work environments that enable employees to perform at optimal levels while providing patients and 
customers with the best possible care and service.  

Modern Healthcare revealed the ranked order of 100 “Best Places to Work in Healthcare” for 2014 in 
Chicago, Illinois, on October 23. The complete ranking of winners will be shared in a special 
supplement of the October issue of Modern Healthcare, which will recognize the top places to work 
by company size and profile some of the award recipients.  

About LiquidAgents Healthcare, LLC  

LiquidAgents Healthcare provides clinical staffing solutions to public and private healthcare facilities 
across the United States. The company has served healthcare facilities since 2003 by providing 
proven, experienced healthcare professionals, staffing flexibility, industry- leading credentialing 
methods, and dedicated customer support. Certified by the Joint Commission with their Gold Seal of 
Approval and voted by employees as a “Best Place to Work” multiple times, LiquidAgents Healthcare 
is a trusted name in healthcare staffing. 

LiquidAgents Healthcare is centrally located in Plano, Texas. For more information about 
LiquidAgents Healthcare visit www.liquidagents.com or call 1.888.301.9333.  
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